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A comparative study of thermally generated donor centers in boron
and aluminum doped Czochralski silicon was performed by means of Fourier
transform infrared technique. A detailed study revealed presence of donor
centers belonging to the well-known series of thermal donors and shallow
thermal donors. For both types of material the same centers could be ob-
served while considerable differences in their generation kinetics occurred. In
addition to the previously identified species also new ones could be observed.
One of them, with single ionization level at approximately 39.5 meV, was
found to exhibit clear dependence of its concentration upon illumination of
the sample during cooling from room temperature to liquid He temperature.

PACS numbers: 71.55.Ht, 78.50.Ge

1. Introduction

It is a well-known phenomenon that shallow donor centers are produced upon
exposure of oxygen-rich silicon to 350-500°C heat treatment. These are termed
thermal donors TD,s and have been extensively studied over the last three decades
[1]. Unfortunately, the phenomenon of thermal donors appears to be very complex
and consequently no undisputed microscopic model of the TD center exists at
the moment [2]. Nevertheless, an immense amount of information regarding the
thermal donor issue has been gathered. Here a very important contribution comes
from the infrared absorption studies. The absorption studies [3] revealed the two
most important features of TD: its effective mass theory (EMT), shallow double
donor character and the existence of several, very similar species. This information
was later somewhat complicated by photoionization spectroscopy findings [4] which
revealed that in high-resistivity material another series of (single) donors, termed
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shallow thermal donors STD,s, could be created b y heat treatment identical to
that generating TD series. This particular report is still a reason of considerable
confusion as the (microscopic) origin of STD centers is being searched for.

In the past magnetic resonance studies helped to establish stuctural and
electronic models of numerous defect centers. Therefore, also EPR and ENDOR
studies for TD centers have been performed [5-7]. Unfortunately, most probably
due to a very delocalized character of these centers, magnetic studies did not pro-
vide conclusive answers. At the same time they have risen serious doubts as to
whether aluminum doping did not lead to yet one more variation of TD center,
namely in the form of aluminum-oxygen agregate. In the current study this par-
ticular issue is investigated by comparing the thermal donor centers as generated
in boron and aluminum doped silicon.

2. Experimental results and discussion

Following the aim of the project two kinds of starting material were used. The
materials labeled W38 and W39 were high quality commercial Czochralski-grown
low-carbon silicon (WASO grade) doped with aluminum (4 x 10 15 cm-3 ) and boron
(1.3 x 10 16 cm-3), respectively. After the initial oxygen dispersion heat treatment
the samples were subsequently annealed at 4700C for various time intervals. The
infrared absorption measurements were performed at liquid helium temperature
with the Bomem FTIR spectrometer.

The main conclusion which can be drawn from the present study is that
regardless of the actual dopant present in the sample the same variety of TD
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and STD centers is being generated. Indeed, while considerable differences appear
to be in the generation kinetics of individual centers, the centers themselves are
clearly the same and can be identified with these reported in the earlier studies
[3, 4]. Table lists the positions of various transitions of TD and STD species as
observed in both kinds of materials leaving no doubt that the same centers are
observed in both cases. In addition to the known centers Table lists also several
new transitions. For the TD series these correspond to three still shallower species,
labeled here TD-J, K, and L, whose existence has indeed been postulated before
[8].

For the STD series, which appears much stronger in aluminum than in boron
doped material, the present study reveals two prominent absorption lines which
can be identified with an EMT-like, single donor of 39.5 meV ionization energy.
To the best of our knowledge, this center, labeled here STD-K, is reported here
for the first time. It was further found that the observation of the STD-K center
depends upon the cooling procedure of the sample. Figure 1 presents comparison of
two absorption spectra of the same sample cooled under different conditions: in the
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dark and upon illumination. As can be concluded, the STD-K center appears only
for the illuminated sample. Such behavior is somewhat similar to the bistability
as observed before [3] for the two deepest TD species, but clearly requires further
studies before its origin is firmly established. It is also only fair to note here that
the observation of this new STD-K species does not really fit into the accepted
STD generation scheme. According to it, in contrast to TD,s, the deeper species
are generated subsequently upon prolonged annealing while the STD-K donor with
its largest ionization energy can be observed already after (very) short annealing
times.

The work currently in progress, and then especially the correlation of the
infrared absorption data with the results obtained by photoluminescence, will fur-
ther address the issues discussed in this paper with special emphasis on the mutual
relation between TD and STD series.
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